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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

IMSAI'S FORTRAN IV VERSION 3.05 

IMSAI MANUFACTURING CORPORATION introduces FORTRAN IV Version 

3.05. Meeting the ANSI standard, IMSAI FORTRAN IV is a true compiler. In 

addition, there is a linking loader, an extensive subroutine library and facilities 

for generating and managing relocatable object modules. 

The FO RTRAN compiler processes several hundred statements per minute in a 

single pass and needs less than 24K bytes of memory to compile most programs. 

Among the compiler enhancements over the ANSI standard are true random disk 


file access, transfer of control at end of file or error condition, mixed mode arith


metic, hexadecimal constants, lOG !CAl variables which can be used on integer 


quantities, lOG I CA l DO loops and sixteen digit double precision arithmetic. 


IMSAI's FORTRAN IV generates RElOCATABlE CODE, enabling the user to 

write and test programs in modules. If the user changes only one module of a 

program, only that module need be recompiled. 

A compatible assembler and linking loader allow the user to link FORTRAN and! 

or Assembler modules. Only the subrouti:les and system routines required to run a 

specific FO RTRAN program are loaded before execution. 

The linking loader allows the user to separate program space, local data space and 

common data space and to specify where these 81ements go. Once loaded, the 


machine language image can be saved so the program can later execute directly. 
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IMSAI FORTRAN IV also utilizes the library concept. Routines implementing 

standard FORTRAN functions are included in an extensive subroutine library. In 

addition, the library provides routines of particular value for microcomputer users, 

such as direct access to memory locations and I/O ports. The user may place 

additional subroutines in the library and create other subroutine libraries. 

IMSAI Manufacturing Corporation is committed to excellence in microcomputer 

software and offers the broadest range of computer hardware, software and peri

pherals for personal and small business applications. 
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